Abstract. In this work we examine the problem of verifying translations from outputs of one system to the inputs of another system, which we refer to as the output-to-input translation problem. We present a formalization of this problem along with a verification mechanism based on constraint logic programming. Composition of systems is an important issue in the software reuse domain, and has applicability in other areas of software engineering such as transformation of information from one phase of the development process to another. Some challenges are to verify the translation mechanisms that may be needed to connect independently designed components and assess to what degree is the consumer component functionality enabled after the composition takes place. To this end we use constraint logic programming modeling techniques. Our model allows formalization of the translation problem in the form of constraints and relations between the outputs and the inputs of involved components. Since CLP tools are computationally expensive, we identify characteristics of translation problems for which our technique is practical. We conclude with an application of our translation framework within the Documentation Driven Software Development methodology.
Introduction
In this work we address a problem originating from the domain of software component reuse in the design of complex systems, where a system may be composed of complex subsystems. To reduce implementation costs and improve reliability, design of such systems may incorporate existing software libraries or complete subsystems. In practice software reuse is not limited to just matching component interfaces, and will potentially require translation of outputs of the producer component to the inputs of the consumer component. The challenge is that the translation can potentially involve merging outputs via some sequence of operations. In this case it is important to verify that the translation enables functionality of the consumer software component while supporting the outputs of the source software component.
Therefore, the context for this work is conceptual verification of certifiable systems where there exists a prior version of the system that has been certified correct and one part of it is being updated and the system constraints are known. For example, it may be required to replace some component due to new performance demands or since it This work is sponsored through AOR grant for development of the DDD framework. In addition P.M. Musial is funded through the NRC Postdoctoral Fellowship.
became obsolete and unsupported. The update must be verified correct in order for the next version to obtain certification as well. The verification of the updated system does not eliminate the need for testing as the replaced component may contain implementation errors, such as memory overflows, timing faults, etc. The goal of this work is to provide a sound verification framework that validates design of the upgrade, under the assumption that the new component meets its specifications, as expressed by the constraints associated with the component. The verification of the translation targets architecture level faults and should help reduce system integration problems.
Validating Component Compositions
The problem of validating the composition of components is an active research area. A previously studied approach to the problem is to use an object-oriented modeling language and graphical tools to define and reason about component composition. For example, GenVoca generators [1] are used to synthesize software systems by composing components from reuse libraries. In GenVoca, components are parametrized program transformations that encapsulate consistent data and operation refinements. In [2] it is shown that GenVoca can be used to validate composition of components. However, the assumption in [2] is that the compatible components implement same abstract interface. In our work we do not make this assumption. Moreover, the degree to which the consumer component is enabled as a result of the composition is not being measured in [2] , which we measure in this work by computing the range of the output of the consumer component as compared to the output produced before composition takes place. Meaning, constraint logic program can provide information about the possible solution space for the constraint program that defines the new composition based on the set of given inputs, which can be compared to the range of outputs produced for the same set of inputs by the consumer component either on its own or in an existing system configuration.
Another way to approach the problem is through reasoning about interface matching and validation based on the detailed knowledge of the component's code, as was done in [3] . Specifically, [3] presents an approach to modeling components and component composition, which incorporates the notion of communication between individual components in the composition. Verification of composition is performed on interactions between component interfaces. Again, translation is not considered. An interesting aspect of [3] is that the proposed model can check if a specific (transition) path in the composition is reachable. However, the extent of reachable paths is not computed.
In [4] a conceptual framework is presented for software component definition, validation, and composition. This framework is dubbed ComDeValCo and it approaches the problem of component composition by structuring system components as a library of components. The verification and validation methods for composition are not well detailed.
The problem of translation in the context of web applications is examined in [5] , where a formal model is presented for providing a mapping between two independent web modules. The key contribution of [5] is that they remove the lexicographical mapping requirements between components and allow the designer to choose which outputs and inputs should be connected. In addition, [5] presents a mechanism for code generation from the mapping. The translations are mathematically specified through abstract state machines. However, the mapping is a direct mapping (one-to-one) and authors of [5] do not provide a verification mechanism for the mapping. In our work we relax the one-to-one mapping requirement and allow components in the composition to be connected via an intermediate translator.
The above works approach the problem of component composition from a systems level. There are higher level approaches to component composition that involve reasoning at a more abstract level of automata such as Timed Input/Output Automata [6] . However, it is often the case that an abstract automata representation of components may be difficult and time consuming to extract from existing implementations. In our approach we attempt to provide a bridge between the abstract and low level system specifications, where our framework will attempt to verify component translation based on the amount of information given. Clearly, the more detailed information is provided about the components, domain of inputs, range of outputs, and the translation functionality, the more informative the answers will be.
Type-checking is another classic approach that can be used to verify matching between outputs and inputs in the composition. However, static type-checking is not sufficient to verify values of the data based on examination of the code, for example checking bounds on array indexes. Dynamic type-checking can be used to verify variable assignments, but such an approach is usually used at runtime and to the best of our knowledge cannot always be used as a proactive mechanism [7] .
In this work we abstract the problem of component composition to its functional behavior. Specifically, we relax assumptions that component code is available, rather we assume that only constraints on the behavior (functionality) of the components is known along with domain information of the input and outputs. These constraints characterize the slots in the architecture that are to be filled by the components in question. The constraints represent the standards imposed by the architecture on "plug-compatible" components. These standards typically do not completely characterize all the details of the behavior of acceptable component, although ideally they should be strong enough to guarantee that any component that meets the standards will enable the architecture to perform its intended functions.
Clearly the more information about components is available the more precise guarantees can be provided about the composition. We do not assume that there will be a strict interface matching between components and that the use of a non-trivial translation layer may be necessary. We are interested in verification of the composition by measuring the degree of enabled functionality of the consumer component after the composition takes place.
Constraint Logic Programming
Constraint logic programming (CLP) is a programming paradigm that allows expressing logical relations among several unknown variables, where each variable accepts values from some domain. For example (from [8] ), assume placement of a square and a circle in a two dimensional plane, where the relation between these two objects is that the circle should be contained within the square. Note that the size of these objects and the location of the circle within the square are not specified. One may add additional constraints to this system that describe specific ratios, distances from the borders, or add additional objects and introduce constraints on the relations between all objects. A CLP solver is a tool that provides an answer whether the constraints expressed by a CLP program are satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or undecidable.
CLP has been used to successfully model complex problems from various domains, such as design of analog and digital circuits, civil and mechanical engineering, finance, assembly line optimization, building visual language parsers, and many others (for a comprehensive survey of CLP models we refer the reader to [9] ).
Solving a CLP program involves the problem of constraint satisfaction [10] , which can be a computationally difficult problem. This means that for certain classes of problems constraint satisfaction requires exponential time with respect to the number of variables, for example all problems that are reducible to the 3SAT problem. The good news is that many practical problems can be defined in terms of constraints over finite domains (including some problems from the boolean domain). Programs that require infinite domains are efficiently solvable if constraints can be specified as linear constraints on integer variables; the same is not true for nonlinear constraints. Continuous domains are common in real-world problems, where for this class of problems there are efficient solutions for constraint satisfaction when constraints are expressed as linear inequalities forming a convex region -linear programming. For a brilliant presentation of the constraint satisfaction problem we direct the interested reader to [10] . For practical pointers on modeling decisions that make a solution to a constraint logic program terminate quickly we direct the reader to [11] . Advances in the research on CLP solvers and increasing computational power of computers makes CLP an attractive method for solving problems in a wide range of domains, including software engineering. However, in the context of this work we will introduce restrictions to make our approach practical.
In this work we are interested in validating the translation between two software components, but also in assessing size of the solution space. Doing so can give insight about the functionality being enabled of the target software component. When the size of the solution space produced by the consumer component after the composition is same as the size of the solution space prior to the composition, then the composition preserved the functionality of the consumer component, else some functionality has been restricted. Document Structure. In Section 2 we present a general framework for component translation. At this point we abstract from software components and present our framework in terms of generic components that have inputs, outputs, and functionality. In Section 3 we introduce a general model within which the translator is defined in terms of constraints and relations between outputs and inputs, and we present some necessary conditions for validation of a given translation. Various constraint domains are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we examine application of our framework within Documentation Driven Software Development framework, by augmenting an Open Architecture [12] . We conclude with final remarks and point out future research directions in Section 6. The objective is to verify to what degree the translation μ 1,2 enables the functionality of the consumer component. Specifically, the range of output of the consumer component prior to new composition configuration is produced by the functionality of consumer component based on the allowed domain of system inputs. The new composition configuration and the use of a translator may restrict the domain of inputs of the consumer component and consequently reduce the range of its outputs. It may be possible for such differences to be measurable and used as indicators of the degree of enabled functionality.
Formal Modeling of Component Translations

Assumptions
The primary assumption is that the translation is unidirectional, where the data flows from the producer component to the consumer component. This is done for presentation purposes and the bidirectional extension is straightforward.
We assume that the components used in the translation are well-formed, with inputs and outputs that are bound to some specific set of types. The well-formedness assumption restricts components to ones that have a fixed functionality and fixed protocol for interacting with their connections. Note that our assumptions are not very restrictive and do not rule out all models that may exceed descriptive powers of the specific CLP language used or may exceed capabilities of the accompanying solver. We provide a short survey of CLP languages and their capabilities and implementations in Section 4.
Notation and Model
In this section we describe our model along with definitions of mathematical notation and symbols used to describe components and their functionality, as well as the meaning of the translation. In order to avoid notational clutter, whenever we refer to a component, or component's inputs or outputs outside of the composition we forgo the use of subscripts.
A component Ω is represented as a tuple from . . , r n } represents the set of relations that map component inputs to each of the outputs. Components with internal states are modeled by adding an extra input and output for each state variable, so that state variables can be used in constraints. R is modeled as a relation to accommodate possibly nondeterministic component behavior. C is a set of constraints defined over inputs and outputs. Constraints are terms that define desired properties of the inputs and outputs. There should be at least one constraint on each field of ι and o. For instance, assume that the first field of input ι accepts any number from the domain of natural numbers, in this case the minimal constraint on the first field of the input is: domain(ι(1)) = N. In addition, C contains constraints that define relations between individual inputs and outputs that realize the component transformation. For example, a component may have two outputs where one is a checksum of the other, hence a constraint would have to be added that describes this relation. Note that range(o(·)) can be defined directly as a set as it was done for domain(ι(1)), or it can be defined as a set computed over the relation r i for some i between 1 and n. Specifically:
A translation μ 1,2 is a mapping from the outputs of Ω 1 to the inputs of Ω 2 , and is represented by a tuple of the form ι × o × R, where fields of this tuple are defined similarly as above. In addition, range(o µ (i)) is defined similarly to range(o(i)) (see the preceding paragraph).
Therefore, given μ 1,2 , the definitions of Ω 1 and Ω 2 , and the set of system constraints, verification of the translation requires that we check at least the following goal conditions.
The above conditions reflect the requirement that the domain of the mapped outputs of Ω 1 via some combination of operators to the inputs of Ω 2 falls into the acceptable domain. Hence, ensuring that the output produced by the mapping of outputs of Ω 1 will be supported by inputs of Ω 2 . The goals can also include assertions that describe the intended cooperation between the components. For a simple example consider a secure internet connection that encrypts data while it is in transit. In such a case component Ω 1 should act as an encoder, component Ω 2 a decoder, and an appropriate additional goal would be that the two components compute transformations that are inverse of each other, which can be expressed as the assertion o 1 = ι 2 .
Translation Verification
Thus far we presented a general framework that defines the translation from outputs of the producer component to the inputs of the consumer component. The remaining activity is the verification of the translation. This section presents a method for verification of μ by using a constraint logic programming [9] framework. The discussion that follows presents an approach for a general, theoretical CLP solver, and not for any specific CLP implementation. However, this general approach is used as a guideline for implementation of CLP solvers.
A constraint logic program can be defined in terms of tuple G, S , where G is a set of constraint goals, and S is a set of constraints. In our model, a minimal set of constraint goals is represented by conditions (1) and (2) in the preceding section. These goals ensure that the communication between the producer component and the translation, and the translation and between the consumer component allow unrestricted information flow. Therefore, our aim is to prove each of the terms in G to be true. The set S represents the set of conditions under which the set of goals has to hold. Therefore, constraints in S are assumed to be true and represent system requirements that have been proved correct beforehand. The solver verifies constraints from G by moving these that evaluate to true to the set S. A system is satisfiable when all constraints in G evaluate to true and the set G is empty at the end of the prove; otherwise, the system is unsatisfiable. Therefore, the solver checks whether all constraints in G(X) and S(X) hold true for all interpretations of system variables in the set X, where X represents the set of system variables. In a well formed goal, the only free variables correspond to the inputs and outputs of the components and the translation itself. Per our assumption each field of each input and output is associated with at least one constraint. Hence all of the free variables that appear in G also appear in S. When the solver is successful the system G, S is satisfiable, and since G has no free variables other than those in X, the goal assertions must be true for any scenario in which the constraints hold. We conclude that within the composition the ranges of outputs are subsets of domains of the inputs -as desired. (Recall that a constraint system is undecidable when the termination condition cannot be reached, see [13] for debugging techniques.)
Hence, using our model, we convert conditions (1) and (2) to the following set of goals:
The set S is simply:
Where C 1 and C 2 denote the constraints associated with Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively. C composition constraints and C design constraints (see Figure 1 ) represents any additional constraints on the composition of the two objects. For example, the system design may impose that the outputs of Ω 2 have a specific relation to outputs of Ω 1 or inputs of Ω 2 . Therefore, these constraints enforce the semantics of the transformation implemented by the composition of the two components. In practice, the developer does not need to be specific about which constraints belong to G and which belong to S. Rather, the developer in addition to the constraints depicted in (3) identifies all system constraints and the logical relation between the system variables.
The following a very simple example illustrates a situation in which a constraint model allows us to verify semantics of the translation that goes beyond simple type checking. A producer component produces an integer value as an output, and the consumer component accepts an integer value and an input -these requirements represent constraints C 1 and C 2 . However, the values output by producer are opposite of what is expected by the consumer component -an example of a composition constraint, C composition constraints (i.e., translation implements the following relation o 1 (i) = −1 × ι 2 (j) for some appropriate indexes i and j). The goal constraints are trivial in this example and basically require that outputs and inputs are constrained to the integer domain. Such condition is easy to verify using a constraint model, but may be difficult to verify using other methods.
Assessing The Solution Space. The CLP program as defined by (3) and (4) will produce a set of terms. If the solution set to our program is an empty set, meaning the solution space is empty, then the given translation is too limiting. Otherwise, the degree to which the functionality of Ω 2 is enabled can be assessed by comparing the size of the produced solution space to the size of the domain of ι 2 . Note that the range of o 2 represents the solution space produced by Ω 2 in isolation from the new composition configuration, where all values in the range of o 2 were produced as a result of some function of Ω 2 . CLP solvers support verbosity levels that allow printout of the reachable solutions and the decisions made along the way. The solution trace will depend on the characteristics of the program and the CLP language/solver that is being used. This means that the composition can be re-evaluated against the system design requirements and validated against the trace printout of the reasoning leading to possible solutions. Trace analysis could be performed by a system designer or possibly be automated. Such analysis can uncover whether the conceptual output of the system is correct or not. If the output is not correct, then the analysis can help to identify which constraints or functionality of Ω 1 or μ 1,2 are responsible for unnecessarily restricting the desired behaviors of the newly composed system. (For additional information on debugging constraint programs please see [13] .)
Extent of Our Approach
CLP Scheme [14, 9] defines classes of languages denoted as CLP(X ), where X is a pre-interpretation defining the primitive constraints, functions, and their interpretation. Specifically, this description contains the following information [15] : signature, which defines a set of function and predicate symbols and associates arity with each symbol, hence defining the terms and primitive constraints of the constraint language, domain, which defines the intended interpretation of the constraints, theory, which describes the logical semantics of the constraints, and solver, which is a description of a mechanism that can determine where a program described in the language is satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or undecidable. Next we list the more prominent classes of domain constraints. The following summary is based on the CLP survey [9] .
-R: The signature consists of linear arithmetic operators, and constants 0 and 1. The domain is the real number set. Hence CLP(R) is a language that supports arithmetic operations over real numbers. -R Lin : a constraint domain defined similarly to R with arithmetic operation * removed. Basically, limited to linear inequalities. -Q Lin : defined similarly to R Lin , but restricted to the domain of rational numbers only. -FT : the signature contains a collection of constant and function symbols and the predicate =. The domain is a set of finite trees. The primitive constraints are equations between terms. Basically, it is the Herbrand constraint domain, i.e. based on equations on the algebra of finite terms. -RT : defined similarly to FT , where the difference is that the domain includes infinite trees. -FEAT : the signature consists of a binary predicate symbol =, a set of unary predicate symbols (called sorts), and a set of binary predicate symbols (called features).
The domain is a set of trees (not necessarily finite), where nodes are sorts and edges are features. Hence, the constraint domain is defined over feature trees. -WE: is a language is defined over strings and characters with the concatenation and equality operations. Hence, it is a constraint domain of equations of strings. The literature contains other constraint domains (see [9] ). Tools exist that support the above languages (although not all features may be supported). Some examples of CLP tools include BNR-Prolog [16] , CAL [17] , CHIP [18] , CLP(R) [19] , Prolog family [20] , RISC-CLP(Real) [21] , and Choco [8] . Each of these tools supports one or more X and provides solvers that are able to answer if a CLP program is satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or is undecidable under supported X . The Choco solver is especially interesting since it is a constraint programming system that can be used to define a software architecture for variable domains, constraints, propagation and tree search and implements the basics of a constraint system.
In addition to the above CLP languages, there exist other more exotic CLP related languages such as: REF-ARF [22] which is essentially a procedural language and it supports non-determinism because of constraints used in conditional statements. REF-ARF also supports statements such as x = x + 1, where such statements are treated as constraints of the form x i+1 = x i + 1. In [23] , it is shown how to translate concurrent systems with infinite state spaces to CLP programs while preserving the semantics in terms of transition sequences. Another CLP relative is the Oz [24] language, which contains most of the concepts of the major programming paradigms, including logic, functional (both lazy and eager), imperative, object-oriented, constraint, distributed, and concurrent programming. Oz has both a simple formal semantics and an efficient implementation -The Mozart Programming System [25] . Oz is a concurrency-oriented language that makes concurrency both easy to use and efficient.
To sum up, there is a rich set of CLP languages that can be used to describe and reason about component compositions. CLP solvers are becoming more powerful and are able to provide solutions to a plethora of practical problems. Choice of the specific tool is based on the nature of problem that needs verification and the functionality of the convolved components.
Application Examples
Software systems in civilian and military domain are increasing in complexity and have ever more significant impact on human safety, financial resources, and national security. Complexity of these systems requires incremental development by design of subsystems which are composed together to yield the complete complex system of systems.
Large scale software systems share any subset of the following properties: Fig. 2 . Open architecture long development time, global deployment strategies, mission critical requirements, significant resource demands, timing constraints, high quality and reliability standards, ease of reconfigurability, and interoperability with other systems. The key challenges encountered during design of complex systems include: how to generate high quality and high confidence software, how to support system evolution and accommodate changing requirements, how to enable support for variety of stakeholders, and how to improve efficiency and productivity of the development process. The feature that ensures successful development, implementation, deployment, and sustainability is precise documentation.
Documentation Driven Software Development (DDD).
The DDD [26] framework is a software engineering methodology that provides assistance for all software life cycle processes, most notably, requirements gathering, quality assurance, design, system evolution and re-engineering, and project management. Each of the software life cycle stages involves communication between stakeholders and the development teams. These two groups share the same objective, but their expertise is in different and sometimes mutually unfamiliar domains. DDD provides mechanisms that allow project information to be effectively communicated between all involved parties, hence providing a bridge between domain of the stakeholders and the domain of developers (which is software design and implementation). Finally, the developers and stakeholders will utilize software and hardware tools during each of the software life cycles. The challenge here is to ensure proper transformation of project requirements, which may be specified informally, into the formal and mathematical format that is required by the utilized tools. The DDD framework provides mechanisms that help to do just that.
Fig. 3. Component translation wrapper
Documentation is backbone of the DDD framework. The novel part of the DDD methodology is that all aspects of project information are considered as documentation, which means that documentation is not only limited to natural language text representing system design specifications, manuals, etc. but also includes formal models, knowledge bases, code, simulations, etc. With this definition, the documentation in our approach can provide more effective support for the entire development process.
Global Architecture
An objective of the DDD framework is to enable systematic construction of reliable software architectures for mission critical systems, particularly with respect to timing constraints extracted from requirements. To this end an open architecture was proposed in [12, 27] that allows dynamic system reconfiguration and potentially reduces system testing time. This is achieved by use of standards, requirements/capabilities and environmental assumptions along with components, connections, and constraints (see Figure 2) .
As depicted in Figure 2 , standards are developed from system requirements. Composition of subsystems is performed on standards. This approach allows system to be tested by examination of standards and their interactions. Implementation of the standard is represented as a plug-in component. Components can be replaced at any time, and the testing needs to be localized to the component/standard interaction. However, authors in [12, 27] do not provide detailed explanation of how the interaction between the component and the standard is tested. Our framework can be used to reason about composition of the plug-in and the standard.
Applications in Open Architecture
The open architecture presented in [12] is an ideal candidate to apply our translation framework. Specifically, the standards used in that context should be well defined entities where functionality and outputs are well documented. A reasonable assumption is that the plug-in component is not an undocumented black-box and partial or complete information about its inputs, outputs, and functionality is known a priori to the developers. However, since standards are inflexible entities, available legacy the plug-in components may be complex to easily modify and its behaviors may not exactly match that of the standard, translation may be necessary. Figure 3 depicts under the Open Architecture presented in Figure 2 where we use translation in conjunction with standards and components. Under our assumptions, the designer should have ample information to use our framework and test whether the component supports a sufficient range of outputs in order to enable the functionality of the standard, and whether the translation preserves all system constraints. Moreover, our framework enables verification of compatibility of the new component prior to the installation, hence avoiding system downtime improving confidence in the system after the new component is installed. Furthermore, by forcing the developer to think about the functionality and the composition in terms of the translation and constraints, the testing process for the new component can become more streamlined, where the test cases can be developed based on CLP program -i.e., test outer bounds of the constraints.
Enumeration Example
This section presents a simple example that is representative of a large class of problems. Specifically, we consider pattern matching via simple enumeration. This type of problem is often difficult to verify for a human, and is commonly found in genetics, security, and logic circuits.
Consider a system consisting of two connected components. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are two versions of the system, the old version and the new version that is an updated based on the old system -perhaps the old producer component may need to be replaced due to incomparability with the new deployment platform.
Old system. Component one, Ω 1 , has one input and two outputs. Component two, Ω 2 has two inputs (outputs are not important). Component one inputs are from the alphabet {1, 2, 3, 4}, and component one produce 5 output values from the following sets: output one {AB, BA, CA, CB} and output two {A,B,C}. Note that these are the simple constraints on the domains and ranges, i.e., C 1 from equation (4 in Sec. 3). A system constraint is that the only legal inputs to component two are the following pairs: AB,C , BA,C , CA,B , and CB,A -constraints making up C 2 . The meaning of the listed tuples is input value to Ω 2 ι(1), input value to Ω 2 ι(2) . We know that in the old system the component one adheres to the system constraint and implements the following relation: R old : { 1, AB,C , 2, BA,C , 3, CA,B , 4, CB,A } -a constraint in C composition constraints .
New system. We are asked to replace the component Ω 1 with a new component, Ω 1(new) , where the replacement has the following specifications: The new component: one input over the alphabet {1, 2, 3, 4}; and three outputs, two of these are over the alphabet {A, B, C}, and one over alphabet {A, B}. Specification for the new replacement states that R new : { 1, C,A,B , 2, C,B,A , 3, B,C,A , 4, A,C,B } -this constraint represents C 1(new) .
The engineer is told that concatenation of some combination of the two outputs should produce the output sequences consistent with the old component. Therefore, the translation element is reduced to a simple string concatenation problem. Where the inputs of to the translation are defined as the outputs of Ω new , and its outputs are defined as inputs of Ω 2 . The goal set G in equation (3) defines constraints on domains and ranges of inputs and outputs between Ω new and μ new,2 , and μ new,2 and Ω 2 . The question is whether this can be validated to be true. Clearly in this case an engineer can preform the manual computation and answer the question accurately and with a manageable degree of effort. However, the same may not remain true as the logic and patterns to match become more complex.
CLP provides an alternative to the manual process. A simple Choco [8] program, see Figure 4 , can be written to test various plausible combinations of the outputs and to verify whether the new replacement component can be used. The answer to our problem
Applications in Plug-in Technology
Proposed framework has applications in the military operations where system safety is often critical. Following is a brief description of one possible scenario where system safety requires verification of component composition.
Component translations are needed in applications where the data are sought for a mission support application that performs electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) predictions used for surveillance and analysis of radar and communication signals in areas where military forces will operate. This EMS prediction model has relatively stable data requirements that are provided from various data sources. The EMS application presents the prediction results of the model as graphical charts or as graphical overlays on a map. Figure 5 depicts a majority of the data required by the EMS prediction model and the EMS prediction model outputs.
Our approach allows verification of compatibility of plug-ins with the expected standards of the EMS module. The process verifies the data formats of the various data sources against the data formats supported by the EMS model. If new data feeds become available that are not in a standard format (or are in a new standard format), the developers manually reverse engineer the translating code to derive the data required by the EMS application. Similarly, our approach can be applied while handling the outputs of the EMS module. Verification of plug-in compatibility prior to implementation of the needed translations has potential to reduce risk and production cost, and increases confidence in the final system. 
Conclusion
In this paper we present a novel way of modeling and analyzing software compositions that advocates software reuse and increases confidence in the system composition. Although the proposed framework is limited to the types of systems that can be modeled within the constraint logic programming schema, it can significantly impact reliability and testing processes of systems that are numerically and computationally intensive. Practicality of our approach depends on the ability to express system constraints in terms of the classes of CLP for which constraint satisfaction can be performed in an efficient time. We also describe an application of our framework within the powerful DDD software engineering methodology.
We conclude with some open issues relevant to the presented subject. We are interested in developing methods that allow us to automatically compute attributes describing inputs, outputs, and functionality of the component. In conjunction with advanced natural language techniques for system requirement processing and based on the computed component attributes we are interested in developing methods that are capable of extracting the system of constraints automatically. Component attributes should be computed based on the available documentation, hence requiring natural language processing, and based on the existing black-box (respectively gray-box) reverse engineering methods. Specifically, we are interested in computation of the domain bounds on the inputs and outputs, and collecting a sufficient number of results to verify or estimate component's functionality. Since the above computations are based on imprecise representations of somewhat uncertain information, the proposed infrastructure, needs to be integrated with validation procedures to increase the dependability of the results. Another interesting research direction is automated test scenario generators that use component attributes and functionality, and system constraints (such as domain bounds), where these compute non-trivial testing scenarios to check whether complex component realizations meet the standards associated with a given slot in an open architecture. Resolving these issues will help to reduce the gap between the conceptual verification of upgrade design and the verification of the physical implementation of the new subsystem and strengthen the chain of evidence connecting the original raw data about stakeholder needs to quality assurance procedures for concrete system components..
